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XML, the other markup language, is used by many server-side applications to handle complex datasets. Recent additions include Web services and RSS feeds. While we can write our own XML files for certain applications and determine how we want to parse XML, RSS feeds and Web services have a given XML file structure, for which we need to write a parser. The XML object was first introduced in Flash 5, but at that time did not get as much attention. Parsing XML in Flash 5 was harder because white space had to be considered for the parser. With the introduction of dynamic loading of objects such as images and audio in Flash MX, and the introduction of the ignoreWhite Boolean, which eliminates the white space during parsing of XML, the use of XML as a data-holding tool became more fashionable. This allowed the development of XML-driven slideshows and MP3 players, to mention some applications. An advantage of XML is that, without opening and compiling the original Flash movie, we can update the application by adding or removing data. While this is also possible with simple text files, it is clear that complex data can be much more logically structured using XML. In Flash MX2004 many Flash components that use XML as a data source have been introduced.

As to which XML books can be recommended, I once read a comment that parsing XML depends on the individual application and is in many cases unique. This would make books that specifically focus on parsing XML in Flash unnecessary. I disagree, because there is a certain methodology that can be used and learned to access every piece of data in an XML file and create virtual XML files using Flash ActionScript. The existence of predetermined XML files from RSS feeds, Web services, and large data banks and the use of XML in components justifies specific literature that focuses on XML parsing.
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Frommer's Switzerland (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Explore the small village of Zermatt, at the base of the Matterhorn in the Valais region. See chapter 10.

	
		
			Detailed maps throughout

	
	
		
			Exact prices, directions, opening hours,and other practical information

	
	
		
			Candid reviews of hotels and restaurants,plus sights,...
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When Brooklyn Was Queer: A HistorySt Martin Press, 2019

	
		The never-before-told story of Brooklyn’s vibrant and forgotten queer history, from the mid-1850s up to the present day.

		

		***An ALA GLBT Round Table Over the Rainbow 2019 Top Ten Selection***

		***NAMED ONE OF THE BEST LGBTQ BOOKS OF 2019 by Harper's Bazaar***

		

		"A...
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Cryptography and Network Security (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2005
In this age of viruses and hackers, of electronic eavesdropping and electronic fraud, security is paramount.

As the disciplines of cryptography and network security have matured, more practical, readily available applications to enforce network security have developed. This text provides a practical survey...
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Applied Statistics for Public and Nonprofit AdministrationCengage Learning, 2011

	As the first book ever published for public administration statistics courses, APPLIED STATISTICS FOR PUBLIC AND NONPROFIT ADMINISTRATION makes a difficult subject accessible to students and practitioners of public administration who have little background in statistics or research methods. Steeped in experience and practice, this landmark...
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Wireless Networks: From the Physical Layer to Communication, Computing, Sensing and ControlAcademic Press, 2006
This multidisciplinary volume originates from lectures presented at a short course on wireless communications in Capri, Italy. This globally attended conference has produced an exceptional book written by pioneers in the field. Lecturers at Capri included pillars in the fields of electromagnetics, communications, information technology and...
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Reasonable Disagreement: A Theory of Political MoralityCambridge University Press, 2009
This book examines the ways in which reasonable people can disagree about the requirements of political morality. Christopher McMahon argues that there will be a 'zone of reasonable disagreement' surrounding most questions of political morality. Moral notions of right and wrong evolve over time as new zones of reasonable disagreement emerge out of...
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